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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Stringing together both fact and
fiction, BLITZ IRAN tells the story of ex-Special Forces trooper Mike Braddon, who, with his bolshie
partner Carl Nichols, take up employment in a disintegrating Iraq, working for a private security
company, as cover for their secret service work as covert operators. Supposedly under the employ
of a shadowy rogue section of the CIA s revamped Special Activities Division - a highly secretive US
counter-terrorist unit - Mike and Carl are recruited by Major Christian Mason, an old commanding
officer from their days in the SAS, to take part in a series of black operations against various targets
in Iran, in order to destabilise the country through a strategy of tension. After causing a trail of
devastation across the country s south-western province of Khuzestan, through a series of
assassinations, the total destruction of a jihadi training camp, and the ambushing of a missile
convoy, their final mission is to destroy certain nuclear devices which have been temporarily
stored in the warehouse of a pharmaceutical plant, after fire has destroyed a nearby Iranian
Revolutionary...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not e ortless to start on studying but extremely enjoyable to read through. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will
not feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you request me).
-- Vincenzo Collins-- Vincenzo Collins

Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am e ortlessly can get a delight of studying
a composed pdf.
-- Rhea Dare-- Rhea Dare
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